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Personal Transformational Glyphs

How to use your personal transformational symbol:
1. Relax. Center Yourself. Create Space. If you like, put on music that creates this space, light a
candle, use a scent.
2. Do your invocation or a prayer to call to you the helpers you want.
A sample invocation: I surround myself with love and light. I call to me god-goddess-all-that-is to
assist in transformation, and to move me along my Soul Path. In the Highest Good of All.
(or Ho, Amen, and so it is)
3. Let go of your mind and what it thinks about this card.
4. Gaze at it with a relaxed focus.
5. Allow it to work with you. Take all the time you need.
6. When you are complete express your gratitude.
7. Honor your experience by recording it with words or drawings in your journal.
8. Repeat twice each day until you feel things shifting. Then use as guided.
9. When this process feels complete, it might be time for another glyph.
More about this process:
With the guides, I began co-creating symbols for transformation in 2003. 2 sets of 27 symbols were
created to provide personal and planetary transformation.
In 2004, I began to bring through personalized symbols for individuals, in person and over the phone.
After listening to the areas in which you wish change and/or manifestation, the guides impress upon
me a symbol that will assist you. This is created in color for you to use again and again.
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Each symbol is vibrationally coded to activate changes in the DNA, the energy field, the
personality and the environment, in the highest good of all.
They are for SoulPath Alchemy™ which can include:
·
Awakening
·
Letting Go
·
Activating your unique DNA code to be/do what you’re here for
They will:
·
Awaken energies to propel you on your SoulPath.
·
Bring blockages to the surface, to be cleared.
·
Assist you in embracing change with grace.
·
Create shifts beyond the individual, assisting our culture and planet to transform

Your SoulPath Glyph™ is a gift for you from the interdimensional teachers and helpers that so
want us to transform our lives and our planet by following our SoulPath.
I hope using them brings you as much joy and transformation
as I have experienced creating them.
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